After The Smoke Clears

Fire, EMS and Emergency Management Tools for Response and Recovery
Why are we here?
The Numbers

Number of Attackers:
*Not to include gang attacks.

1 Attacker: 312 (98.7%)
2 Attackers: 3 (1%)
3 Attackers: 1 (0.3%)
The Numbers

Location of Attacks
Business: 156
School: 64
Public/Outdoors: 70
Church: 14
Military Base: 2
All Other: 10
The Numbers

Victims
Total: 2566 (Median # of Victims: 4)
Wounded: 1647
Killed: 919 (Median # of Victims Killed: 2)
Chain of Survival

Stop the Killing

Civilian Response
- Avoid/Run
- Deny/Hide
- Defend/Fight

LEO Response
- Isolate
- Distract
- Neutralize

Stop the Dying

Stabilize
- Indirect Threat Care

Transport
- Evac Care

Definitive Care
- Surgery Surge Director
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Where are you in the chain of survival?
Reunification

What is it...?
The provision of a systematic approach to bringing together families and known connections after a period of involuntary separation.
Resiliency

What is your definition...in your community?
Resiliency

Describing the capacity of people, organizations or systems to adapt to changing conditions and withstand and rapidly recover from disruption due to emergencies. - FEMA
Resiliency

WHO + PREPARATION > WHO + EVENT

TIME
Recovery

What is your definition... in your community?
Recovery

A return to a normal state of health, mind, or strength - Websters
Recovery

How long will this take in your community...?
Recovery

Be prepared for the unexpected: plans failing, costs creeping, all of the planning in the world does not prepare you for needing extra toilet paper.
Where do we go from here?
Probably still wondering why we are here...
LAW ENFORCEMENT  •  FIRE  •  EMS  •  PHYSICIANS  •  EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

SAVE THESE DATES
For the Annual ALERRRT Integrated Response Conference

2019
Sunday, September 29 - Wednesday, October 2
Gaylord Rockies | Denver, CO

2020
Saturday, October 31 - Tuesday, November 3
Gaylord Texan | Dallas, TX

2021
Saturday, October 30 - Tuesday, November 2
Gaylord Opryland | Nashville, TN

2022
Wednesday, October 5 - Saturday, October 8
Gaylord National | Washington, DC

ALERRRTConference.org